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operations—a fact overlooked by those who lay emphasis
upon the combination of rural and industrial pursuits.
Seventh : the invention of machinery did not destroy crafts-
manship in the textile industries, where the monotonous
routine of the work done by hand was already mechanical
in character even before the adoption of mechanical devices.
This review of the economic conditions which prevailed
under the domestic system applies more particularly to the
West Country—once the principal seat of England's greatest
industry—as well as to East Anglia. In these areas capital-
ism had gained a footing from the earliest times, and there
existed a highly-developed capitalist organization. In the
North Country the traditional structure of society main-
tained its ground more successfully : here the industrial
mechanism was not so sensitive as in the West to the free
play of economic forces, and it succumbed less readily to
the dissolving influences of the new order. The ' domestic
manufacturers' or working clothiers of Yorkshire, the
counterpart of the yeomanry in agriculture, were them-
selves manual craftsmen; and they enlisted the unstinted
praise of contemporaries because of the friendly relations
which subsisted between masters and men, combined with
equality of opportunity—the chance afforded to the workers
of rising in the world.
The	It must be noticed that the domestic system was not
^^noi universal: it was far from being the case that all industrial
universal, processes were performed in the homes of the artisans.
Apart from the extractive industries—agriculture and the
mining of coal, iron, copper, tin, lead and alum—where the
labourers naturally worked away from their dwellings, there
were numerous occupations in which the operatives were
concentrated under an employer's roof—in the woollen
industry at the finishing processes, in the silk industry at
the mills for throwing, in the linen industry at the factory
for cambrics and lawns, in the iron industry at the foundry
and forge, in the glass industry with its glass-houses, in the
copper and brass industries with their smelting and battery
works, in brewing, in brick-making, in building, in calico-
printing, in net-making, in paper-making, in the pottery

